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By 1-0 margin; Faculty refuses to comment 
Spiegel votes no confidence 
N 
Dr Andrew Spiegel waits for the tally of his vote it Thursday's 
AAUP meeting, in which Spiegel voted "no confidence" in the 
WSU faculty. 
By GARY FLOYD 
Guardian Perennial 
At its monthly meeting Thurs-
day, the Wright State branch of 
the American Association of Un-
iversity Provosts (AAUP) tallied 
a vote of "no confidence" in the 
WSU faculty. 
The "no-confidence" motion 
passed by a vote of 1-0, insofar 
as WSU's provost, Dr. Andrew 
Spiegel, is the branch's sole 
member. 
AFTER CALLING the AAUP 
meeting to order, Spiegel called 
on Dr. Andrew Spiegel, who 
presented the "no confidence" 
motion. 
While the provost elaborated 
on the need for the motion, the 
WSU faculty sat stoically. 
"1 should take care in speak-
ing," Spiegel told himself, "for i 
know that w hat 1 say may be held 
against me." 
SPIEGEL THEN heard a mo-
tion to merely censure the facul-
ty, which was not passed after 
Spiegel began shouting himself 
down. 
Then Spiegel read a list of 
grievances against the faculty, 
and cited several alleged abuses. 
"The faculty," Spiegel said, 
"have been available to me 
neither psychologically or physic-
ally. They have been arrogant, 
and have used smear tactics and 
their authority to intimidate pro-
vosts thev disagree with." 
SPECIFICS TO the charges, 
Spiegel said, would be available 
to any committee that asked for 
them often enough. 
Wright State University Pres-
ident Robert Kegerreis. who was 
at the meeting, said he would 
have to reflect on tne provost 
vote, after conferring with the 
faculty and the board of trustees. 
Though most of the faculty 
would not comment on the AAUP 
vote, a few instructors did voice 
an opinion. 
BLAMING "provost frustra-
tion for the vote, psychology 
professor Dr. Sherman Kleing 
said, "If it ever gets to the point 
that we could not operate in the 
best interest of the University, 1 
think we (the faculty) would 
resign." 
"But I don't think we're at 
that point yet," said faculty 
member Malcolm Ritchie. 
In post-meetinf. interview. 
Spiegel compared the incident to 
a recent occurence at Indiana's 
Bawl State University, where all 
&34 faculty members resigned 
after a "no-confidence" vote 
from the provost. 
Profs demand pay cut; tuition to be lowered 
By TOM VONDRUSKA 
Guardian New* Junkie 
Reversing statements made 
earlier this week. Dr. Andrew 
Speigel said the administration 
will be asking that tuition be 
lowered at the April meeting of 
the Board of Trustees. 
"This has come as a surprise 
to us." Spiegel said Thursday. 
"Usually we expect tuition to 
rise, but after doing research we 
have decided that a cut is now in 
order." 
SPIEGEL SAID that the de-
cision was made after a number 
of faculty members made it 
known that they would like a cut 
in pay. 
"I never saw anything like this 
before. They were actually com-
ing into my office and begging 
me to lower their pay. 
"This is a very significant 
development. With costs rising 
across the board, it will help us 
out with a cut in a major budget 
area like faculty salaries. " 
HE SAID THAT many people 
were worried even with the 
planned tuition hike that a large 
increase would have to come 
from the state. 
The salary cut movement 
seemed to start in the Political 
Science Department with several 
of the professors deciding to put 
into practice what they had been 
teaching. 
"I've been teaching about 
Mar* for about IS years and 1 
decided it was not enough to 
teach, that some action was 
necessary," said Robert Tho-
baben, political science 
professor. 
(See PROFS', page 3) 
Spiegel has close encounter of the worst kind 
B» RON WUKESON 
Guardian Staff Writer 
An unidentified flying object 
was reportedly seen sucking up 
cars in the PE B lot yesterday, by 
Executive Vice President and 
Provost Andrew P. Spiegel. 
The UFO. according to the 
security blotter, was a grey 
oblong ooject hovering roughly 
40 to 50 feet above the lot, with a 
"straw-like tentacle extending to 
the ground." 
Although Spiegel maintained 
that he saw cars being "'Gob-
bled up like French fry," Direc-
tor of Security and Parking Ser-
vices Richard V. Grewe gave a 
"no confidence" vote to 
Spiegel's contentions. 
"There have been no reports 
that 1 have been made aware 
of ," Grewe said. "However, one 
student claimed that his car was 
lifted up and carried into the area 
reserved for deans and to admin-
istrators. and set down in the slot 
reserved for President (Robert) 
Kegerreis," 
"We were left with no choice 
but to tow the student's car," 
noted Grewe, "unless, of course, 
the student can prove that indeed 
his car was placed in the spot 
against his will. 
Grewe declined io suggest a 
means for the student to bill the 
UFO occupants for his towing 
charge. 
"I think tbi fact that a student 
would back up one of my stories 
stands a', the surest proof thai ! 
did see it (the UFO)," com-
mented Spiegel. 
"I fail to see why my claims 
wou'<d be viewed as being so 
extraordinary, especially in this 
day *nd age," Spiegel continued. 
"Close encounters such as these 
happen all the time, to some of 
the most sane, productive mem-
bers of socicty." 
"It 's really a shame to see a 
top administrator break down 
like this." said o.le anonymous 
security officer. "!'ve seen col-
lege students say things like this 
around finals week when they're 
under a lot of pressure." 
The officer also indicated that 
(See SPIEGEL.' paige i) 
An alert student photograher capture! this picture of an UFO which has been reported by vice-preside 
and provost Andrew Spiegel. The saucer shaped object has aloes l l k e t p o e ^ • hich reported 
sucks up c*» parked in the C parking tad. "5 tell you, l rn not crazy." saM Spiegel . ghttngs 
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She Sailu (kuarbian 
The Cosmos 
from Unique Press International v v 
Saccharin, Laetrile 
safe says FDA 
Atwater may be next 
'Imperial Pin ball Wizard' 
WASHINGTON (UP)- In a sur-
prise move Thursday. The Food 
and Drug Administration an 
nounced it is changing policy on 
ihc use of both saccharin ard 
Laetrile because of new research 
findings 
In a laic afternoon press con-
ference. FDA Commissioner Or 
Sherwin Gardner said beginning 
May I. the agency would ap-
prove the use of both substances 
for human consumption together 
in the same product 
THIS IN NO nay changes our 
stand on the use of these two 
substances, separately." Gard-
ner explained. "Saccharin is still 
a suspected carcinogen and alone 
Leatrile has no medical use. 
' What we have done is give a 
limited approval for the use of 
these substances." 
He said the change tn policy 
came about after Dr James 
Schafly of the University of 
California published his findings 
ths* any adverse effects of the 
two compounds cancel each other 
out when mixed. 
A SPOKESMAN for Coca Cola 
said they welcomed the news 
since the cost of converting their 
processes to incorporate Leatriie 
is cheaper than doing the re 
search into alternative artificial 
sweetners. 
The AMA. in a special meeting 
of its governing board last night. 
unanimously endorsed the 
change in policy by saying it 
would save millions of people 
with heart disease and diabetes 
unneeded pain and discomfort. 
Schafly »as contacted at his 
home in Davis. California Hi 
said that his research incorporat 
ed some innovative techniques 
but that the findings were con 
elusive. 
"THE MAI.N thing we did 
different than other researchers 
was avoiding the use of rats. Oui 
studies have shown that for some 
reason, laboratory rats die soon 
after they enter into a research 
environment 
Schafly added tiat research is 
now being conducted to find out 
what causes this premature-
death so that future studies will 
be absolutely valid 
UN troops attack 
Israel and Lebanon 
Wright State s Dave Atwater 
may have been given an offer he 
can't refuse. 
For the Assistant to the Presi-
dent for the past three years has 
been offered the Grand Dragon-
ship of the Ohio Ku Klux Klan. 
THE DRAGONSIUP will soon 
be vacant when the state's cur-
rent KKK denizes. Dale Rcusch, 
tries to curry votes in !:u race for 
Ohio's governorship. 
"We were looking for a candi-
date v.ho thinks the way we do," 
Reasch said. 
" And we read somewhere that 
Atwater made the remark that 
democracy was a lot of horsecrap 
or something to that effect. 
••WE KNEW right away." 
Rcusch said, "that we had found 
our man." 
And Atwater. one ol WSU's 
most a\id pinball afficianados. 
was interviewed about his poss-
ible selection in between games 
of "Sea Wolf" in the University 
Center's pinball rooms. 
"Darn it. just missed a free 
game. Oh yeah, my selection." 
said Atwater. "Well, the good 
old bovs figure I can combine my 
philosophies concerning Jcffer 
sonian Democracy w ith the youth 
alluring abilities at pinbal'. 
"AND IF I am selected." 
Atwater continued, "they may 
change the title to 'Grand Imper-
ial Pinball Wizard." 
But Atwater said there may 
be several roadblocks working 
against his selection. 
"Wow. 470,(XX) and only or. 
the second ball." Atwater gasp-
ed. "Oh yeah, the roadblocks. 
Well, some of the good old boys 
discovered 1 have an 10 above 
20. and some of them figure 
ISRAELI OCCUPIED I FBANON 
(ROOTERS)—U.N. peacekeeping 
forces advanced on Tyre and Tel 
Aviv Thursday in an offensive 
sparked by the death of one of its 
officers Wednesday. 
At 11 p.m EDT Swedish 
forces were reported encounter 
ing heavy opposit.in from Pales 
tinian and Syrian units as they 
advanced on Beirut after cutting 
off the port city of Tyre at the 
start. 
REPORTS FROM the south 
said that a French and Ghanaes-
armored column raced down 
coastal road towards Tel Aviv, 
meeting a minimum of resis-
tance. 
No official reports were issued 
by the commands of '.he Israeli or 
Syrian armies or from the PLO 
high command. However, uncon-
firmed reports said the forces of 
all three groups were in a state of 
confusion. Israeli Defense 
Minister Ezer Weizman an 
swered a few questions as he 
rushed to the Knesset to meet 
with Prime Minister Menachem 
Begin. 
THIS IS ONEthing we did uot 
expect. When the peacekeeping 
forces were ordering in we were 
expecting them to keep the 
peace." 
Peace was the reason the 
offensive was launched according 
to a communique released at the 
start of the offensive last night 
V 
There's no "coverup" in the executive wing. WSU's assistant to 
the president Dave Atwater has been playing pinball with a hood 
on. in preparation for his possible selection as head of Ohio's Ku 
Kit" Klan. 
anything more intelligent than a 
toaster is an impudent snob," 
"THERE IS also the quesfm 
•>f laundry." Atwater continued. 
"I've never had much luck keep-
ing white things white." 
Should Atwater decide to take 
the post, we would leave his 
present post for one that pays ail 
annual salary of $20,000. 
"But a lot of thai is in 
confederate money." Atwater 
said. 
BUT ATWATER has been com 
bining his hobby of pinball with 
the traditional KKK barb in case 
he is selected Ohio's top Klans-
man. 
"Playing pinball with a hood 
on isn't so bad." Atwater said, 
"though you do occasionally lost 
track of the ball." 
when the attack was launched. 
"The death of Master Wattant 
Officer Karl Oscar Johannson 
was one too many." it read. "We 
came here expecting a peaceful 
vacation and people started 
shooting ar us. We are tired -of 
being sitting ducks." 
JOHANNSON WAS killed 
Wednesday when his jeep ran 
over a land mine. Warrant Off: 
cer Mate Goran Lindberg. a 
passenger, was injureu 
First indications thst an offen 
sive would be launched came at 
midnight when the peacekeeping 
forces put a news blackout over 
southern Lebanon. At the same-
time. u neon fumed reports of 
U.N. troops moving to a staging 
srea at the bridge over the LiUni 
River at which the two men were 
killed. 
"This is a very grievous turn 
of events and it cast a dettette 
cloud over 'he prospects of a 
Middle East peace. ."Sct ire we art 
ws will have to study t^e situs 
t»o. One thing is certain; U.S. 
armed forces will not be commit-
ted Afttr all, we were tne one 
who asked that the peacekeeping 
forces be sent there in the first 
place.' 
"Tomorrow the president wil! 
be meeting with the ambassadors 
for all the countries involved and 
attempt to decide. . droned 
Carter for an hour and a half. 
Cartas a La Editora 
To the editor 
1 am a lonely prisoner present-
ly incarcerated in the state peni-
tentiary at lucasvilic. Ohio. I am 
writing to your newspaper be-
cause i hope to publicize the fact 
that I would like to correspond 
with someone from Wngh'. State 
I am a sincere person. Before 1 
was sent op the river. I was 
provost at a thriving university in 
the midwest bur once they found 
out about my "cover* activities" 
(grand larceny is - hat they 
called it), they decide-- I wculii 
be better off somewhere they 
knew where I w«s. 
! am in<e»csle<i in illnesses. In 
fact, finy doctor says I have 
kilptomania (Sounds neat, 
doesn't it?) Anyhow, i want to 
become a doctor just like him one 
of these days. 
Once 1 get oat of jail (i only 
have 1') year:, ana six months to 
go). I pian to appSy to Wright 
Sisli's school of medicine. ! 
know they will accept me after 
they meet me and find out -vhat a 
great person I am. 
I think I have a gi.'at personal-
ity. i love music (especially punk 
rock;, croquet, and playing with 
matches. 1 am looking for the 
perfect companion, someone who 
is just my typo if yea know what ! 
mean. 
If you can print my letter. 1 will 
be eternally grateful. Tell all 
your readers I'm here, ready and 
willing to answer any and all 
letters I get tn response. 
Byron Bawl 
Address withheld up.• request 
To the ed-tor 
It seems that the cditoriai r.jff 
of the Wright State Daily Guardi-
an has te negligent it perform 
•ng H's ji>jrn,ilistic duties. Y-au 
are bound by * manlatsr fvom 
your readership to give tJieu a 
diversified unbiased report of the 
mpor-unt events of the day, and 
you cfcssrjy have BO*. done this. 
It has been at least two weeks 
since you have seen fit to give 
me any coveraged what so ever. 
Here 1 sit. lanquishing in my 
hospital room, fighting massive 
infections with She help of God 
and antibiotics, and wondering if 
i'm gonna pull through. 
You guys had better gel on the 
stick, after ail. I'm a cult hero. If 
you don't believe it. ask any 
Marine 
Jus! because I used to be the 
publisher of one of the most 
tasteless, vulgar and generally 
bad magazines ever to * v. suit 
the sensiblities of the American 
public, is not reason to think tha" 
i'm not now a good and virtuous 
Christian. 
You sure are gonna look dumb 
>f 1 end up dead out of this mess 
and the Guardian doesn t run it 
on the front page. 
Larry Fly"' 
P.S. I'll settle for page 
To the eJitor 
It is sometimes haid for me to 
understand just exactly why you 
guys continue to pick on me in all 
your editorials. 1 mean, after all. 
I'm not exactly thrilled to be here 
either. 
it Miay come as a big suprise to 
some of you folks down there, 
but there are better universities 
around than Wright State. 
HOW DO you think I feel when 
I get together with some of my 
old school buddies and they 
asked me where 1 work now. I 
answer "Wright State Universi-
ty" and they say "Where?" 
I'm not exactly here foi my 
health. 
Andrew P. Stegel 
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Grewe appoints Grewe, Grewe's son, as Grewe's son 
By CHIPP SWINDLER 
Guardian AmocUK Editor 
The Wright State University 
Parking Services Committee once 
again was the center of contro-
versy. after they recommended 
that Rick Grewe. formerly a 
monitor for Parking Services, be 
appointed to the position of Son 
of Security Parking Services Di-
rector, Richard Grewe. 
Shortly after the committee 
rendered its decision, the office 
of the Ombudsman received a 
complaint from a female member 
of the Parking Services staff 
charging the University with sex 
discrimination. The taffer, who 
wished to remain unnamed, all-
eges that she has been employed 
by Parking Services longer than 
young Grewe and as such, de-
serves a chance at the job. 
"1 HAVE BEEN here a lot 
longer than Rick has." the staff-
er proclaimed. "Just because 
he's Grewe'., son is no reasons 
for him to be Grewe's son; it's 
not fair." 
Ombudsman Jane Lynch-Stat-
on-Lynch said she will consult 
with both the Affirmative Action 
office and Executive Director of 
Personnel Judith Nieman about 
the situation. Staton-Lyrxh-Stat 
on declined to say what action 
her office would take, but did 
mention off the record that Ben-
son Wholeman of the ACLU and 
Federal Judge Robert Duncan 
had eipressed interest in the 
matter. 
Grewe. the elder, said there 
was no connection between the 
fact that Grewe, the younger, is 
his son, and the fact that he will 
be his son. "Rick did not come to 
Wright State just to be my son, 
although he is a good boy." 
Grewe the larger, said. 
"TO THE BEST of my know 
ledge, the state personnel code 
has absolutely no provision for 
sons, " said Nieman. She added 
that since her recent promotion 
from director to executive direct-
or she has been too busy super-
vising the other directors to 
consider the issue. 
Executive Vice-President and 
Provost and Treasurer Ad Infini-
lum Dr. Andrew P. Spiegel was 
unavailable for comment. Pres-
ident Robert Kegerreis was in 
Israeli again. Dave Atwater said 
something about "crap." and 
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn said 
it was a "league affair." 
Spiegel 'cloning'around 




For more years than most 
Wright Staters can remember. 
Dr. Andrew P. Spiegel, executive 
vice-president, provost, and trea 
surer has worn more hats than a 
haberdasher in heat. 
But the Daily Guardian has 
Profs 
(Continued from page 1) 
you must tie a part of them. 
There must be a social bond. It is 
hard to make this bond when you 
are making $25,000 a year and 
the average American worker 
only makes about 59,000." 
Thobaben and others in his 
department began to circulate 
petitions that all faculty salaries 
be tied to the average wage level 
of semi-skilled non-union ma-
chinists. At that level they 
thought it would be possible to 
establish a reparte with the 
working ciass. 
If approved, the pay cut will 
become effective at the start of 
the next academic year. Tho-
baben said that a majority of 
faculty members had signed the 
petitions at the faculty meeting 
last February, and a set of 
guidelines for faculty behavior 
was being written. 
"WHAT WE will recommend 
is that members of the faculty 
sell their current homes and 
relocate in the inner-east and 
west sides cf Dayton. We have 
decided that this is where the 
working class mentality is 
. strongest." 
He added that other sugges-
tions will be included. For exam-
ple. they should sell any cars 
which were made after 1970 to 
buy 1%0 Cadillacs and Pontiaes 
made in the 19t>0's. 
While the salary cut has re-
ceived wide-spread support 
among the faculty there was 
considerable opposition from the 
School oi Business. 
ONE BUSINESS professor who 
did not want his name known 
said he thought the idea was 
ludricrous. 
"I was once a member of the 
working class." he said, "and it 
sucks. Let me tell you, part of the 
working class mentality is to get 
your »- the working class 
• it I would 
learned that the original Spiegel 
hasn't been wearing those hats 
all by himself. 
ACCORDING TO School of 
medcine sources, Spiegel was 
effectively cloned some years ago 
as the med school s first project. 
"1 needed a good right hand 
man," said WSU President Rob-
ert J. Kegerreis. "And a good 
lift hand man, and a good 
sidekick, so we cloned some 
more Andys to fill the bill." 
Med School Dean John R. 
Beljan peformed the operation, 
which involved cloning Spiegel 
from a small piece of skin 
removed form the vice-presi-
dent's posterior. 
"I DIDN'T care how the opera 
tion went. It was no skin off my 
ass." Beljan quipped. "But seri-
ously. we came very close to 
losing Dr. Spiegel on the operat 
ing table. Since he's okay now. I 
guess the experiment goes to 
show you can't win 'em all." 
Beljan said the decision to use 
anal tissue for the clone was a 
last minute one. "Spiegel origin-
ally wanted us to take the skin 
from his genitals, since he wasn't 
using them anyway, but we 
wanted something we could 
count on." Beljan said. 
Dave Atwater. claims court 
coordinator, agreed with 3eljan. 
adding. "In case it didn't work, 
we wanted something that would 
stand up in court." 
"YEAH, I just cure the sick. 1 
don't raise the dead." Beljan 
noted. 
The cloning was first suspect-
ed when he was caught talking 
out of four sides of his mouth 
about tuition hikes, but it wus 
confirmed when an executive 
wing secretary saw him beside 
himself with an er. 
Library Flasher 
(Continued from page 1) , h e f a c t l h a , t h e 
at least 13 inches long." said terious flasher has exposed 
Security Director Rickard Grewe. to a least a three dozen 
"Needless to say. many of the pe r sons, Polcie have yet to find 
persons who have ssen him have anyone who can give a descrip-
been impressed." said Grewe. (ion of the flasher face. 
Spiegel 
(Continued from page 1) 
he once received a report from 
"»n obviously intoxicated stu-
dent that a wooly mammoth 
was inhaling his motorcycle 
through its trunk. 
Malcolm Ritchie, professor of 
engineering and president of the 
University chapeter of the Amer-
can Association of University 
Professors, felt that the pres-
sures of the recent no confidence 
vote by the University faculty 
have proven too much for Spiegel 
to handle. 
"He obviously cannot handle it 
anymore." said Ritchie. 
Spiegel also revealed that the 
UFO incident is actually the 
reason for bringing famed UFO 
expert Dr. J. Allan Hynek to the 
University in May. 
Spiegel said that his office was 
looking into the rumors that a 
student took a picture of the UFO 
in the lot. "The picture would be 
the best proof." he said. 
8 1 ft ' 
Frat rock not what it's cracked up to be 
. t - A hrlninc hand from m 
By RON WUKESON 
Guardian Staff Writer 
The big "'fraternity/sorority 
rock." long a landmark on the 
Wright State campus, is actually 
percent paint, according to a 
special committee sponsored by 
the WSU Archives to investigate 
the origins of landmarks on 
campus. 
The only portion of the land-
mark which is actually composed 
of rock, said the committee, is a 
small stone roughly th>r size of a 
bowling ball In i i« center and 
bottom rf the present mass. 
"WE WERE really quite sur-
prised at the committee's find-
ing!." stated Patrick Nolan, head 
of the arhcives and special col-
lections at the University Library. i 
"I, like everyone else, had 
always assumed that the rack 
was genuinely compoased of 
stone, with a relatively thin skin 
of paint." said Nolan. 
The rock, which is presently 
located by the secondary en-
trance to the campus off of Col. 
Glenn Hwy., has been painted on 
the order of 237 times a year, 
said Nolan. 
"Our society has typically 
strived to create beauty on its 
own terms, even at the expence 
of nature," observed Edward 
Levine. ass->ciate professor and 
chairer of the art department. 
"THE ROCK is apparently just 
another example of how man anti 
nature conflict in the creation of 
'vhat man calls 'art' 
Levine says he doesn't feel the 
rock is compsrab: to v«ious 
"art objects" whic* ias= been 
displayed os fee VfSU campus ir. 
the past, such as sandbags in 
front of Aliyn HaJI oe painted 
gircers on the quad. 
"The rock has none of the 
characteristics of t r e art," he 
said. "Paint does not an art 
object make!" 
"There is question, however," 
added Levine. "as to whether tht 
rock would ever have been con-
sidered as an art object hi the 
first place had it teen left as a 
simple rock. Nature needs a 
e p g an to be 
transformed into art." 
NOLAN REGRETTED that be 
cause of size, the rock may have 
to be cordoned off. 
" h ' s v. id. we know, but we 
believe t',.»-t CM only real way we 
can preserve its image without 
letting it get out of hand. After 
all, there has to be a limit to its 
size," he smiled. "We'll take 
good care of it." 
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Punkdom's Bad Cess a musical access 
By R. L. METCALF 
( i u n l l u MMJC Writer 
When one of my sources in 
New York called to inform me 
that she had wangled tickets to 
Bad Cess' sell-out opening at 
CBGB. I dropped all my vacation 
plans and thumbed my way to 
the Big Apple. It paid off-nol 
only did I get tc see a pheno-
menal performance by one of the 
greatest punk bands to emerge 
this year; 1 managed to get an 
interview with Silver Packard, 
the band's founder and lead 
singer. 
The trio also features Rory 
Paris on guitar and Scab Tchaik-
ovsky on drums. The band has 
been together for sU months, 
and their first lp. Rock A' M 
Pug I glies, is scheduled for 
release on April 3. 
PARIS AND Packard are not 
newcomers to recording studios, 
however. They are veterans of 
the critically acclaimed all-wo-
man band. Flvspex. who met in a 
New York mission, formed the 
band, recorded an album |Unfit 
for Human Consumption on the 
now defunct Vomit label], and 
disbanded-all in one day. 
I asked Silver if this wasn't a 
bit unusual. 
"Nihilism: that's the thing, 
isn't it. It's all worth nothing. 
You're nothing, your paper is 
worth nothing,.." And Silver? 
"Well. I'm worth 25 grand a 
year, ain't 1." 
PACKARD AND Rovy Pans 
decided, since they were the only 
Flyspex who could tolerate each 
other, to form a new band from 
the ashes. Scab Tchaikovsky, 
who engineered Unfit, joined as 
percussionist and token male. 
They named the new group Bad 
Cess. 
"It 's an Irish-American ex-
pression for 'bad luck.' " ei-
plained Packard. "Che O'Hara 
losing a bit of my professional 
cool. 
"Well, all right. I admit that 
Silver is a nickname I got be-
cause of my hair." 
What about Scab Tchaikovsky? 
"THAT'S HIS real name. Old 
man Tchaikovsky was a labor 
leader." 
sky's killer drumming supplies a 
vital ingredient: the result is 
apocalyptic. " Readers Digest cal-
led them, more succinctly. "The 
harbinger of the death of civiliza-
tion as we know it." 
Whichever account the aver-
age music fan agrees with, it is 
evident that Bad Cess is an 
Punk rock .tar Silver Packard (right) 8*'« •» 
admiring penk from a backstage fan following a 
Bad Cess concert at CBGB's In New York, 
while brain damaged guitarist Rory Pari* 
yelled it at us as the band broke 
up. Frankly, we liked the cess-
pool' conotations. It reeks of 
trash with flash-and that's us. 
isn't it." 
And how did the band mem-
bers get their names? Packard 
stated that they use no stage 
names. 
'•OH, COME on." I said. 
Coatempial. « "That dode'e breath smelted 
worse than a bunch of camel riding arabs after 
an all night bee> and !ao party." said SBv» of 
her admirer, "I loved It." 
The critics from every publica-
tion from Rolling Stone to the 
R.-aders Digest have taken noiicc 
of Bad Cess, for better or for 
worse. Cameron M. Flippo from 
the former magazine said "Pack-
ard's searing vocals cut through 
to the very soul. Paris' guitar 
work conjures up powerful and 
startling images; and Tchaikov-
impressive group. At this time 1 
do not know how they will come 
across on record, but their on-
stage presence is awesome. 
Packard's vocals range from the 
winsome guttersnipe crossed 
with Olivia Newton-John to Janis 
Joplin on one of her grittier days. 
Tchaikovsky breaks 20 to 30 
drumsticks per performance, and 
screams frequently (Packard at-
tributes it to the splinters flying 
into his eyes). Paris prowls the 
stage with the same ferocity that 
she puts into playing the guitar. 
THEIR MUSICAL influences, 
states Packard, are confined 
mostly to New Wave: Graham 
Parker and the Rumour, Richard 
Hell. Elvis Costello, the Sex 
Pistols. Deaf School, and Andrew 
Gold. 
How did Andrew Gold influ-
ence Bad Cess? 
"We heard his hit single 
once." satated Packard. "He's 
what pushed us toward New 
Wave. 1 mean, we don't want to 
play stupid bourgeois swill like 
that, do we." 
ALTHOliGH THEY may not 
be playing "bourgeois swill." 
they do not use their music as a 
forum for social comment as do 
most of the influences named by 
Packard 
"1 disagree with that. Take 
Life Stinks, for example. That 
song says something, doesn't it. 
It categorically denounces every-
thing wrong with society." 
It is a song about what a pain 
it is to wash your hair every day. 
I pointed out. 
"THE VERY -ame thing." she 
replied emphatically. 
Packard says they have no 
future plans for the band, except 
a benefit at Max' Kansas City 
with the Philistines and the 
Jukes Clan this summer. All the 
signs indicate that it will be a 
sell-out like the CBGB gig, and 
that soon Bad Cess will be 
America's premier punk band. 
Security dying to find cadaver 
Arts department. 
THE LIBERAL Arts Depart 
merit has been depressed lately 
over small research grants and 
cutbacks in non-published facul-
ty. The source felt Dean E. B 
Cantaloupe may have recruited 
the cadaver to teach in the 
history of classics department. 
"Of corpse," he pointed cut. 
"its har* to tell a cadaver from a 
professor because they're s:> 
much a like, both dead >n their 
feet." 
Seems also rule*", out the pos 
sibilif thai Executive Vice-Prc-
sideni Provost and Treasurer 
Andy <-'*-igcl may have taken the 
cidavc- as some form :>f retalia-
tion against the faculty "Be-
sides.'* he said, "We all kitow he 
hv.. skeletons in the closet. wint 
would he want with a cadaver." 
MED SCHOOL Dean John 
Bclljar felt the escape of the 
cadaver posted a "grave situa-
tion" for the school. "We've 
been handling cadave'S for three-
years now and none have ever 
left us before." he complained, 
"this is a-i unprecedented case." 
He di<*. not think however, that 
the breiV* successful escape 
would lead other bodies to leave. 
"I think this cadaver was just a 
little down lately." he remarked, 
"perhaps it got cold feet about 
upcoming experiments and went 
out in search of happier hunting 
grounds." 
Seller said his department 
treats the cad.- ••ers well, "After 
aii. we wouldV? want to work 
them to death." 
Heath chosen Mr.Goodbar 
David Heath, business mana-
ge' for the WSU Theatre depart 
men!, today wis awarded the 
Nice Guy of the Year Award 
according to Don Haggerty of 
News and Intelligence 
Dsvd was selected from a field 
of eight contestants, including 
Brui" Pilgram (News j; Intelli-
gence). Robert Francis (Campus 
Planning and destruction). Rich-
ard Grvwe iInsecurity). Michael 
Morris (budget bored). George 
Sideras (Student Caress). An-
drew Spiegai (Executive Ping). 
and Scott Hoskrns I Executive 
Ping Cloak Room) 
"DAVID WAS selected be 
cause of his eminence qualifica-
tions." explained Haggerty. "He 
is modest, diligent, exiguous, 
clarivoyant. obtuse, and puts 
w ild chickens in his underwear. " 
The award will be presented a! 
a banquet to be held in David's 
honor tomorrow night, at 8 p.m. 
at the Airw ay Inn Tickets to the 
banqet are available through the 
Theatre Department office. Crea-
tive Art- ha 'ilinv 
By SUSAN CPT 
Guardian Staff Writer 
Missing from the WSU med school this cadaver posed for a 
Guardian photographer before moving to the Crock Pot. 
Authorities think the cadaver may in Fairborn, shacking up with 
his ghoulfrien 
Security is still attempting to 
locate an apparent cadaver at 
large on the University Campus. 
The cadaver, reported missing 
by the Medical Sciences School, 
has been eluding police for five 
days. 
ACCORDING TO Dr. David 
Buzzard, public relations director 
• for the Med School, 'he cadaver 
is believed to have arisen some 
time Monday. He was at a loss to 
explain ihis phenomena. 
"Most out cad*»er% arc dead 
when we receive them." he 
remarked 
Lt. Cari See>n>. of Security, 
said he has b?en following sever-
al leads concerning the body's 
whereibou's. He feels the "most 
iikelv possibiity" is thai "the 
cadaver is impersonating a stu-
den;." 
HE NOTED that evidence from 
other medical schools in the 
countrv has shown that escaped 
cadavers ottemp; to corneal 
themselvet among siu'ictits due 
to "the clo>- r«-«!:mblencv.' 
Seems mid be has sent out a 
bulletin to all departments re-
questing instructors to report any 
student who appears graser and 
sleepier than aorroal 
A source close to Security 
stated that they are tlso working 
on a possible link between the 
missing cadaver and the Liberal 
Security beefs bookstore profits 
By TOM BEYERLFXN 
Guardian Editor E n n t t u 
i Bookstore security measures aren't as stringent as they were in 
1973. when many customers complained that black patrons were 
| carcfuily watched by employees. 
But last September saw tighter security policies that Francis 
j Goeggel. bookstore manager, feels will slow the rip-off rate, which 
once loomed at J50.000 a year. 
GOEGGEL ESTIMATED that by the time inventory is taken 
! June 30. bookstore thefts will have claimed $20-30,000 worth in 
j merchandise since Wright State's doors opened in September. 
He attributed the decrease in thefts to a re-emphasized policy 
| that calls for patrons to leave books, briefcases, book bags, and 
I other items that could be used to conceal stolen items outside the 
shopping area. 
But sales personnel no longer walk the floors with orders to 
"keep an eye out'" for thieves, according to Virginia Phillips, 
bookstore teitbook manager. 
IN 1973, then-bookstore manager Wayne Sprague came under 
student and administrative fire for heavy-handed surveillance 
procedures, which reportedly included keeping close watch on 
black patrons. 
"Black people were automatically watched as they walked in," 
said one bookstore sources. "Someone would follow them around 
the store." 
Now the nur ber of floorwalkers has been cut back, and the 
sales personnel that are still in evidence haven't been told to police 
the shop for potential thieves. Goeggel said. 
Sprague, who resigned under pressure, is now a real estate 
salesman in the Beavercreek Township area, Goeggel said. Frwacia Goeggai 
Ultje latlo (Suarita 
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Budget minutes to be kept 
\ 
Bookstore patron, got a good look =t "navel operation." a» belly 
dancer Jill Steele danced a . a promotion for UCB'S Pay One Price 
(POP) night. Photo courtesy of Photographic service. 
University Center 
will POP tonight 
By HEATH MACALPINE 
Guardian Staff Writer 
The Student Budget Board 
voted Thursday to keep full 
minutes of its meeting in the 
wake of the Student caucus 
investigation into its activites. 
Board Chairer Nelda Martinez 
moved that minutes of all future 
meetings be kept so the board 
would have records available to 
the public. 
"LETTS GET it down for our 
own selves and so that it will be 
available for any one who wants 
it." she said. 
In response to other recom-
endations in the Caucus report. 
Martinez told the board a sum-
man sheet of all the Board's 
transactions has been prepared 
She also said she will be meeting 
with the Inter-Club Council April 
12 to discuss the operations of 
the 'ward. 
FOLLOWING THE meeting 
board member Mike Morris 
made his feelings abou; the 
board and the conflict with ICC 
known. 
"1 feel that the board has 
almost gone to eitremes this 
vear to make fair and equal 
decisions. It's very regretable 
that certain groups and organiza-
tions have perceived us as some-
thing as other than 'ielful." 
(See 'BUDGET BOARD,' page 7) 
Thieves 'korner' 
Center sign 
By GAYLON VICKERS 
Guardian Staff Writer 
The regular upturn in spring 
vandalism began eight days be-
hind schedule in the University 
Center Tuesday. 
A >ign reading "Korner" 
hanging next to the candy count-
er was taken sometime Tuesday-
night according to Wright State 
police officer Paul Filio. 
MORE VANDALISM occured 
Wednesday night wher. what 
police believe to be "ares were 
set off in the Men's restsocm 
across from the Rathskeller. 
Filio noted there is a regular 
increase in vandalism Spring 
quarter. He said the vandalism 
usually occurs on the nights of 
special events such as May Daze. 
"After being cooped up all 
winter, people just go a little 
crazy," said Filio. He pointed out 
that overall crime, including van-
dalism. has been decreasing in 
the university center this year. 
THE MEN'S restroomr across 
from the Rathskeller is the area 
where the most vandalism 
occurs. Filio said. A concrete 
wall replaced the metal stall 
(See •VA.N'i Al.tjM," page 7) 
Trustees wiii consider Spiegel 
By TOM VONDRUSKA 
GourdUn Suff Writer 
For the first time since October 
1976, the University Center 
Board will hold a Pay One Price 
Night. 
"It is a tradition,'' said Tom 
Shelton, UCB member in charge 
of the event. "The students 
haven't had much here all year 
and now. the first week of spring 
quarter, is a good time to give 
the students something to do.' 
APPEARING AT THE event 
will be Chicago disco band 
George Faber and Stronghold 
and Magician and fire eater the 
Amazing Shaner. There will also 
be showings of Where's Poppa. 
starring George Sigel and Ruth 
Gordon, and a bellydancer. 
She'ton said the event will cost 
J2.50U but he is not worried 
about whether the event i* a 
sua ess or not. 
' This is for the students. UCB 
is » subsidized organization 
which receives its money from 
the general student fee," he 
said. "This is something from 
which students will be mole to get 
some of their money back." 
UCB CHAIBEB Terti Gillian, 
said. "As of yesterday (Wednes-
day) we had soid about 100 
tickets in advance. Selling tickets 
(See 'POP', page 7) 
By CHUCK MCCORMICK 
(.uantlin Staff Writer 
Albert H Sealy, chatter of (hr 
Bosrd of Trustees, said, the 
board would probably "give con-
sideration" to taking action on 
the faculty vote of "t».i confi-
dence" in Dr. Andrew P. Spie-
gel. vice-presaJeM, treasure?, 
and provosi. at their iscxt meet-
ing on Apr.! 12. 
Sealy. who had rea-J of tlie 
situation at Ball State University, 
responded, "The problem has 
occurred at many insertions 
around the We'll -lave 
to handle the ,>*rtk>iilars accord-
ing to the situation at Wright 
State. ...each situation is 
unique." 
SEAL* VDMJTnSD, "I'm 
sure the board will be delving 
deeply into She subject 
Robert C laughter, mrmber 
of 'he board, said, "Vve rctd the 
articles thai have been -witter it; 
regards to ,!f: facv.lty vote :>f "no 
confidence." 
Laughter, who eipects future 
&*ras«ton of the matter it !>.« 
April n o t i n g , said, "I'm wan 
ing far some discussion of t>>e 
factt before i can really com-
ment " 
OTHER MEMBERS of the 
Board of Trustees either would 
not comment at this time or could 
not be reached for comment. 
Biuce Pilgrim, editor of the 
University Tines, said, "At this 
noitvt («ccording I t the WSU 
News and Information Service) 
there is no information availa-




Variable cloudiness Friday and Friday night. Highs will be t* 
mid to upper 60's. Low* Friday night will be from 45 to 50. 
Partly cloudy and wanner Saturday with high around 70's. 
finanical aid meetings 
The Financial Aid Office will be sponsoung a series of financial 
aid meetings so discuss financial aid application procedures, 
financial aid »:nd college work-study for the summer quarter. The 
meetings will be held April 4 through 7. For information on time 
and ptacc contact David Darr at 873-2321. 
V 
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Carter gives approval w , J 
A. Brazil (UPI) In abrief speech to the Brazil- Catholic cardinals who are out- M m i y y ^ 
o . X • o f t d * f VIA n a n it ( r v t k f f n r r t f i r C n f r ^ i c < * l 1 C ( T t i l i t n r v * 
BRASILL . razil ( I) 
President Carter gave a vote of 
confidence today to Israeli Prime 
Minister Menachem Begin and 
said he believed the Begin gov-
ernment is completely capable of 
negotiating a settlement with 
Egypt 
In a news conference at this 
inland capital Carter tried to play 
down the serious disputes with 
Brazil over the question of hu-
man rights and President Ern-
esto Geisel's $5 billion agree 
ment with West Germany for a 
nuclear reactor that can produce 
weapons-grade plutonium. 
CARTER, WHO has been giv-
en a polite welcome in Brazil in 
sharp contrast to the warm wel-
come he received in Venezuela, 
confered with Geisel before fly-
in K on to Rtu de Janeiro. 
 bri  
lan congress after the news 
conference. Carter stressed the 
"common problems" of Brrz>l 
and the United States and askeo 
for cooperative solutions on 
trade, poverty and weapons deal-
ings. 
Once again he advocated the 
"peaceful use of atomic power 
without the risk of proliferation" 
and spoke of "even the mm 
troubling issues: advancing the 
cause of human liberty, demo-
cratic government and the rule of 
law." 
BRAZIL IS THE second stop 
on Carter's four-nation, 14,000-
mile journey to South America 
and Africa. He flies later today to 
Rio de Janeiro for an unofficial 
visit and talks with two Roman 
t li  r i l   r  t-
spoken critics of Geisel's military 
government. 
Carter called "completely 
false" reports that his adminis-
tration was seeking the ouster of 
the Israeli Prime Minister in 
hopes of faciliating a Middle East 
peace settlement. 
"I CAN SAY unequivocally 
that no one in a position of 
authority in the U.S. government 
has insinuated that Prime Min-
ister Begin is unqualified and 
should be replaced." he said. 
"We are not giving up hope of 
a negotiated peace settlement in 
the Middle East," Carter said, 
adding that the visit to Cairo of 
Israeli Defense Minister Ezer 
Weizman represented a "prob-
ing for compatibility." 
Farmers to recieve cash 
WASHINGTON (UPI) The ad 
ministration, trying to short cir-
cuit even greater increases, is 
offering the nation's farmers 
millions of dollars not to grow 
crops in a move thai may con-
tribute to higher food prices. 
Starting Monday, growers of 
feed grain and cotton can receive 
immediate cash payments to idle 
acreage in a program designed to 
push up farm prices and yield 
greater farm income. 
Vice President Walter Mon-
dale. lending White House pres-
tige to the program, joined Ag 
riculture Secretary Bob Bcrgland 
Wednesday to outline the admin 
istration campaign. 
IDLING AN additional 5 mill-
ion acres at a cost of between 
$600 million and $700 million 
would add $3 billion to $4 billion 
to farm income. Mondale said. A 
total of 17 million acres of crop 
land already is idled under exis-
ing programs. 
A rival program in Congress 
would idle 60 million acres and 
boost food prices in 1978 up to 11 
percent, administration experts 
suggest. 
President Carter's plan. Berg 
land said, would not boost food 
prices beyond the 6 percent to 8 
percent increase already fore-
cast. 
Agriculture Department ec-
onomists earlier in the year 
forecast a 4 percent to 6 percent 
hike in food prices, but have 
since revised the estimate up-
wards. 
THE ADMINISTRATION pro-
gram rivals a mere comprehen-
sive measure now nearing com-
pletion in Congress and backcd 
by farm state politicians. 
Mondale warned the legisla-
tion would be vetoed by the 
president if passed in its present 
form. 
Vance travels to Europe last year. 
f r om Uni ted Press In te rna t iona l 
Vatican may 
intervene 
VATICAN CITY (UPD-The Vatican hinted today it would be willing 
to intervene with "humanitarian acts" to secure the release of 
kidnapped former Premier Aldo Moro. 
The Vatican statement came 15 days after Moro was kidnapped 
by the ultra-leftist Red Brigades guerrillas and a day after a letter 
purportedly written by Moro said he might have to reveal 
"unpleasant and dangerous" information if officials do not 
cooperate with his captors. 
AT THE same time, Italian police sources said a reported 
underworld threat to begin killing 148 Red Brigades prisoners in 
eight maximum security prisons today apparently fizzled. 
"As is known, the Holy See has never backed away in the face 
of carrying out humanitarian actions." Vatican spokesman Don 
Pierfranco Pastore told reporters. 
Pastore made the comment when reporters asked him about a 
passage in the alleged Moro letter issued Wednesday night that 
suggested the Vatican could take action to win the politicians^ 
release. 
"I THINK a previous step by the Holy See-or by someone else? 
Who?-could be useful." the letter said. 
Pas'ore said that before any Vatican action could be considered, 
"many uncertain and dark points would have to be clarified" 
about the purported Moro letter. 
Although Pastore did not mention the incident. Pope Paul VI 
offered himself as a substitute hostage for about 100 passengers 
held hostage aboard a Lufthansa airliner in Mogadishu. Somalia 
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Statc de 
part ment officials said today 
President Carter is sending Sec-
retary of Stale Cyrus Vance to 
Europe in late April in an 
attempt to move the stalled Salt 
II negotiations. 
Disclosure of the trip follows 
by one dav the State Department 
announcement that it is carefully 
studying an authoritative article 
in the Soviet part paper Pravda, 
which complained that the Unit-
ed Stales was "vacillating" in 
the strategic arms talks. 
OFFICIALS SAID it is expect-
ed that the meeting, probably in 
Geneva, will be a prelude to a 
likely summit in late May when 
Soviet President Leonid Bresh-
nev may come to the United 
Nations for disarmament talks. 
State Department and White 
House spokesmen had not official 
comments on the Vance-Gromyko 
meeting. but officials said pri-
vately that it will be an attempt 
to get around the technical issues 
that have bogged the talks down 
$50 breakfast meager, appropriate 
CINCINNATI (UPD-For $50. the 
breakfast was meager , but at 
least appropriate. 
The more than 1.000 peop!*-
who attended Thursday's SSO-a-
plate fund-raising breakfast for 
Rep. Willis Gradison, R-Ohio, 
were served cold cereal in plastic 
bowls, rolls, coffee and juice. 
But organizers of the event 
weren't apologizing. They were 
chuckling about the appropriate-
ness of the main fare. Centered 
at each setting in a pl/.stic bowl 
was a little box of cere/il-"Speical 
K" 
"SPECIAL K, get it." said an 
organizer. "Our guest speaker is 
Henry Kissinger-Henry the K." 
Kissinger didn't try to make a 
funny comment about the cereal. 
But he did amuse the crowd 
before getting into his hard line 
speech urging America to con-
tinue to help find Mideast peace 
and condemning the Soviet U-
nion for its military buildup. 
The former secretary of state 
enjoyed toying with his reputa-
tion as tieing egotistical. 
WHEN SOMEONE from the 
audience asked. "Egyptian Pre 
sident Anwar Sadat has said ytn 
could solve the Mideast problem 
iic three weeks. What are you 
doing in April?.' Kissinger's 
tongue-in-cheek reply even top 
ped Sadat's confidence in him 
sel'. 
"I con't know what he thought 
I'd de, th: last two weeks." he 
chuckled. 
Kissinger got in some pokes 
about being relegated to "form, 
er" secretary of state stai." 
Two Clark County 
deputies wounded 
SPRINGFIELD, Onto (UP!)-Two 
Clark County sheriff s deputies 
were shot Thursday as !hey 
answered a call at « housing 
subdivision northwest of H*je. A 
suspect was laier apprehended. 
Mercy Medical Center htve 
said Greg Rainer was in critics! 
condition after being shot in 
face and chest with a sawed-off 
shctgun, and that Bryce Sanders 
was in lair condition with gun-
shot wounds. 
Officials said the showing 
occured at the Park layne Manor 
housing subdivision. 
The suspect sped off in Ijis car 
and tried io take another car a 
short distance away, firing two 
shots at the occupant as he sped 
away from the gunman. That 
motorist apparently was not hit, 
tfcey adii.i 
Officials said the gunmai fail-
ed in an attempt to commander r 
a second car and wss apprehend 
ed in a field near DonneUville as 
he tried to run away from 
officers. 
The gunman whose name was 
not released, was taken to the 
Clark County jail. 
Cosmos orbits earth 
MOSCOW (UPD-The Soviet Union yesterday launched three more 
of its cosmos series statellites into orbit. 
The offical Soviet news agency Tass reported that two of the 
satellites-Cosmos 997 and 998-were lifted into orbit aboard a single 
rocket. 
SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH the launch announcement. Tass 
reported that the two satellites had already fulfilled their 
unspecified mission. 
Within a matter of hours the Soviet agency announced the 
launching of Cosmos 999. 
The two earlier satellites. Tass said, were put into an orbit a; 
distances ranging between 124.2 miles and 142.9 miles, with an 
orbital inclination of 51.6 degrees. 
THE IMMEDIATE announcement that they had fulfiled their 
mission on the same day they were launched could indicate a 
failfure to achieve orbit-or a possible connection with the 
continuing series of Soviet '.ests of a killer satellite system. 
Tass said Cosmos 999 w:.i otbiting the earth every 89.8 minutes, 
at an inclination of 71.4 degrees and distances ranging between 
1118 miles and 233.t- miles. 
Israel seeks peace talks 
TEL AV'V, Israel (UPI)-Israeli Devense Minister Ezer Weizman 
>ft *•>' Ctuo Thursday in aw effort t( resume direct peace talks 
with Egypt, airport sources said. 
Defense Ministry cfficals d;cl;n,-d to confirm the report that 
Weiman departed fo'.m the military section of Ben Guri.^u sirport 
in a small executive jet. 
iSKAEI.' MEWSPAPER reports said Weizmui suggested the 
visit in order to try to save something cf the momentum toward 
ps;ace statted by Egyptian President Anwar Sadat's visit to 
Jerusalem in November. 
The repons said Egyptian officials were reluctant to agree to the 
idea at first, fearing Israel *as not ready to mat- concessions on 
their demands for total withdrawal from occupied land and 
recognition of Palestinian rights. 
The parliament Wednesday overwhelmingly voted confidence in 
Begins's hard-line stand despite a growing cntrovers? over the 
prime minister's quarrel with the United States over peace terms 
OFFICIAL SOURCES said Weizman's trip may last less than a 
day. or he may return late Friday. 
Tne talks weie scheduled for the 1'ahara Pace in the Heliopolis 
quarter J. the Egyptian capital, where sessions of the denfense 
ministers' conference were held before peace talks broke off 
earlier in the vear 
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Ordinance polarizes 
CINCINNATI (UPD-The res-
trictive abortion ordinance 
passed in Akron has polarized 
the city and deeply split the 
city council, according to 
Councilwoman Elsie Reaven. 
At a meeting of the Free-
dom of Choice Coalition in 
Cincinnati. Ms. Reaven. who 
opposed the measure, charg-
ed the antiabortion movement 
in Akron was "totally fund-
ed" by the Catholic Church. 
"I t ' s a terrible violation of 
church and state." said the 
fourth-term councilwoman. 
adding, "The abortion issue 
has given the Catholic Church 
new life." 
THE ORDINANCE, passed 
7-6 by city council and effec-
tive May 1, requires that 
doctors do everything possible 
to save the life of a fetus born 
alive in an abortion, and that 
they notify abortion, and that 
they notify parents in the case 
of a woman under 18 seeking 
an abortion. 
Akron Mayor John Ballard 
allowed the measure to be-
come law this month without 
his signature, pending an an-
ticipated court dectson. 
"The intent of the ordinance 
is to create s feeling of guilt in 
the pregnant woman, burden 
her with anxiety and cause 
her to reconsider," Ms. Rea-
ven said. 
"THE ORDINANCE WILL 
be challenged through the 
courts. The new law is a 
terrible violation of a person's 
rights," she added. 
Cleveland mayor target of recall 
CLEVELAND (UPI)-The effort to 
recall Cleveland Mayor Dennis 
Kucinich moved into high gear 
Thursday, as hundreds of peti-
tions were circulated in down-
town Cleveland and a central 
coordinating group formed to 
organize the drive. 
Members of the "Recall Com-
mittee to Save Cleveland" began 
circulating petitions only a few 
hours after picking them up from 
the clerk of City Council. 
For the recall effort to be 
successful and get on the June 6 
ballot, the group must gather 
nearly 37.000 signatu-es in 30 
days. 
THE BIPARTISAN effort seek 
ing Kucinich's ouster is headed 
b- Cleveland State University 
History Professor Thomas Camp-
ball and former Councilman Al-
bert Ballew. 
"Dennis Kucinich has failed 
Raise forjudges approved Budaet Board 
COLUMBYS (UPD-The Ohio joined ihe House in weekend ^ i d , . , m 
the test of good government," 
decalred Campbell, a mayoral 
candidate last year. 
The drive grew out of wide-
spread dissatisfaction with recent 
decisions by Kucinich-most pro-
minently his controversial move 
to fire Police Chief Richard 
Hongisto. 
The early activity in the recall 
drive Thursday followed a vote 
late Wednesday to recall Kucin-
ich, by a local political caucus 
representing most of the city's 
West Side and parts of the 
South.-jt Side. 
Ballew said an organizational 
meeting has been called for 
Sunday, al which he hopes his 
committee can begin recruiting 
petition circulators. Ballew said 
he is aiming to recruit 1.000 for 
the recall effort 
THE FORMAL recall affidavit 
states that Kucinich shoud be 
Senate unanimously approved 
pay raises for state and local 
judges and most state employees 
Thursday, and returned the leg-
islation to the House for concur-
rence in substantial changes. 
House leaders said they will 
need until at least nent Tuesday 
to unravel the amendments, most 
of which apply to the 25 to 45 
percent salary hikes afforded the 
b20 judges. 
"We may well go to confer-
ence committee with the bill," 
said Rep. Harry J. Lehman, 
D-Shaker Heights, after the Sen-
ate had adopted the bill anil 
••WE WILL have to review the 
amendments and discus.) them 
with the leadership." 
During lengthy debate, spon-
sors resisted attempts to delay 
the pay raise for the judges and 
to increase the amount for state 
workers. 
However, the senators voted 
18-14 to cut out one-third of the 
increase which had been allocat-
ed for state Supremem Court and 
court of appeals judges. 
(continued from page 5) 
in advance was something we 
wanted to try since this is an 
event which most people pay for 
at the door. I expect we will sell 
at least 200 by tomorrow after-
noon." 
Shelton said they are expecting 
to have about 1,500 people to 
attend this year's show . If this is 
a correct estimate, there will be 
300 more people attending than 
ever before. 
Sue Stockton. University and 
student programming director 
said last year's Peep Throat 
controversy had m:thing to do 
with the decision not to have a 
Pay One Price Night fall quartet. 
In the past there have been two 
such events in a school year. 
"WE DECIDED to jujt have 
one big one this year," she said. 
"We thought we could do a 
better job with just one event. 
There is another reason. During 
the fall quarter fraternities and 
sororities like to do events and 
the center was booked solid." 
The last time UCB held a POP 
night was during fall quarter of 
1976. L'CB's main attraction for 
that night was Deep Throat. 
When University controller Arlo 
Ragan refused payment for the 
film and his decision was backed 
up bv Andrew Spiegel, members 
of UCB and Student Caucus filed 
a class action suit against the 
University. 
The Deep Throat controversy 
was finally settled when the two 
sides came to an agreement on 
the establishment of an obscenity 
review board last month. 
ALL THOSE WHO are in-
vovled with Ihis year's POP night 
say that the booking of Deep 
Throat was never considered. 
TOP will be held tonight from 
t p.m. to 1 a.m. ir. the University 
Center cafeteria. Admission is 
SI. The price docs not include 
refreshments, which are being 
provided by ARA 
(continued from page 5) 
Morns disageed with ICC in-
volving of F.lenore Koch, vice 
president and vice provost for 
academic support programs, in 
the complaints. 
"IN MY opinion this going 
around Student Caucus, the say-
ing (hat if wc get a decision tha' 
we don't like we'll go high u; 
undermines the whole idea of 
student government. 
If you're unhappy with the 
government you should go to the 
students. Thais where the power 
is and should be." 
MORRIS SAID he holds no 
hard feelings to any group on 
campus. But he feels no favori-
tism to any group, he said. 
Morris said if he felt he was a 
detrimenl to the Budget Board or 
not serving the students, he 
would resign. 
"The process of granling or 
denying people money is in 
itself, a very touchy subject. It 
brings forth a need to ask some 
very direct and uncomfortable 
questions, I would hope lhat no 
would feel intimidated by this 
process. I don't mean to intim-
idate uny one." 
In other business the Board 
voted to grant S150 of $175 
requested by the Ebony Majes 
removed form office because he 
"is guilty of misfeasance in office 
in that his supervision of the 
administration of the affairs of 
the City of Cleveland has pur-
po fully violated the rights of 
the citizens of Cleveland and has 
resulted in the violation of the 
public trust." 
Vandalism 
(continued from page 5) 
surrounding the toilet years ago. 
In a related police matter, a 
S750 Nikon camera was stolen 
from 046 University Center, The 
Daily Guardian office, around 10 
a.m. March 28. The owner. Gary 
Floyd, felt the camera will be 
hard to sell since he has all the 
serial numbers from Ihe camera. 
Police art- still investigating 
ihe matter. 
lies gospel singing group. The 
group had requested the money 
for a songfest to be held later in 
the sear. 
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Fee hike certain 
These things are certain; death, taxes and tuition hikes. 
Yes. the word has once again come down. We will have another 
tuition increase. The current fee of S290 per quarter is going the 
way of the buggy whip and the new. improved model costs some 
S20 more. 
This is a regrettable development. Wright State has in the past 
kept tuition lower than at other state schools. What disturbs us 
most is that tuition will have broken the psychological S300 a 
quarter barrier. 
That tuition is less that that is actually a misconception. For > 
many students it has been higher than that for awhile. 
A new student registering for this quarter paid SJI5. with 
the S25 application lee For a continuing student who went through 
mass registration and then dropped a class, the cost was the 
same with the SIS mass registration fee and the SIO drop/add fee. 
Raise these figues by another S20 and that will be the amount a 
person could pay for next fall quarter. The above figures do not 
take into consideration the cost of books which sometimes runs as 
high as S7U or the cost of living. 
Going to college is an expensive propostion, but how much 
longer can students bear the bulk costs? Could this hike be the 
straw which breaks the adademic hack of many financially 
strapped students? 
One thing which people do not realize, especially that particular 
breed which sils beneath the rotunda in Columbus, is that 
education is nor a profit-making venture. At least not in the 
conventional sense of monetary reward. It is a service which 
benefits the entire community by making people skilled and 
prtxlucrive members of the work force and society. 
If this hike goes through there may some people who will have 
I he chance for a better life lifted out of their reach. 
'Happy Days' here? 
University of Cincinnati officials have set an April 9 date for 
inauguration < eremonies to formally usher in new VC President 
Henry Winkler. Winkler, who was named to the post in December, 
is not the same Henry who weekly graces millions oj American TV 
sets as the Fonz. 
Hut President Winkler's appointment set our minds to 
wandering. And it seems to us that Wright State would have more 
Happy Day a" if one if us vice-presidents packed his bags and bid 
us adieu. 
When you've an Andrew Spiegel, even a Pot sir or a Ralph 
Malph look like good replacements. 
Imagination run wild 
So Spiegel voted no confidence in the WSU faculty and the 
U.N. peacekeeping force is in the middle of a frantic drive to the 
sea. Don t believe it. Something came over our staff'yesterday and 
they decided to manufacture the news. E tough, they Slid, enough 
with phone calls and appointments, we'll make our own news. If 
the Office of News and Information can do it, so can we 
Remember, nothing in, the first four pages is grounded in fact. 
All stories are our imagination running wild. We hope that you, 
our reader, will bear with us this one day of the yuar when we 
think about how much worse things could get. 
April Fool' 
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Mental meanderings 
The following are minor dissertations on 
subjects that pass throgh an associate editor's 
mind: 
On parking al WSU The facl is the.e aren't 
enough parking spaces to go around. (I realize 
that the prior statement was one of sheer 
profundity and is simply astounding.) 
Over the past two quarters there have been 
two proposals in answer to the perennial 
problem of parking. The first would do away 
with decals all together. The second would 
combine B and C lots into a massive G lot. 
How either of these plans is going to create 
more parking spaces is more than 1 can 
comprehend 
Neither are there going to be any more 
parking spaces. 
IF THE University is to continue to expand 
its physical piant (which it must in order it keep 
its educaional programs of the highest order), 
and if the University is not going to cut into the 
winds to provide to space for this expansion 
'whiih it has committed itself not to do), then 
the space is going to have to come from the 
existing parking lots. 
Therefore, it is nbvios thai sooner or !ater 
we're all going to have to park in K lot. So why 
musi we occupy ourselves with no-decals or 
decals? Whv not just accept the fact that K. lot i 
the only solution to the oroblem of where to 
park? 
Tiii! FKOPOSA1 to combine the B and C lots 
is aosmutoly battling. ! fail to see what will b? 
accomplished by doing this. In one r*cpect. the 
present parking system makes sense 
The people who don't care t!> haul them-
selves out of bed n « i cbscerit hour of th„-
morning can pari ou; n 'he bocnd&cks 
somewhere, and not have to pay an eorbitani to 
do io. 
Under the G 'at pun. these people are goilJg 
to have to pay n ice money for the same 
parking privileges they had bef<ve. Those 
eaj -r beavers who can get here in the wee 
•wrs of the day will get their choice parking 
spot for less money than before. 
WHY SHOULD a student have to pay in 
excess of $30 a year to park in C workd? 
According to the students who devised the 
plan, this was dc'ie in order to drive students 
down to K lot. thereby accomplishing the goal 
of having everybody park there. 
Wait a second. The compaint against the SlO 
drop fee was that it was a "nuisance fee" with 
the sole purpose of discouraging people from 
dropping classes 
Now the same students who were up in arms 
over the drop fee want to use a similar nuisance 
fee to accomplish their goal. Am I mistaken, or 
does there seem to be an incongruence? 
ON DR. Spiegel-From time to time this paper 
has said things about Spiegal which have been 
less than complimentary. This was done when 
we felt he was mistaken in some action he had 
taken. 
1 have never doubted that he is an effective 
and effeciem administrator. What I have had 
my doubts about is his ability to deal with the 
people surrounding him. and his priorities as to 
the operation of the University. 
The manner in which the faculty vote of 
no-confidence in Spiegel was taken, and the 
things said about him and Elenore Koch were 
not justified. Character assassination can never 
be condoled-
if the faclty members who spoke at the 
winter quarter faculty meeting had anything 
concrete to say about Spiegel, they should have 
done so. Instead, we heard rumor, allegation, 
and innuendo that was purple with envy. 
DON'T THINK I'm unhappy about the vote. I 
•hink it was needed. Some day those entrusted 
with the *\!cunistratr»n of this university are 
going to have redize that this is a comunity and 
not .» corporation. As a community, the input 
all t!ie members is needed. 
Spiegel is without a doubt arbititry. Perhaps 
the vote will force a broader decision-making 
base. However, his arbitrary nature does not 
justify the vicious attack he received. 
The Daily Guardian "JpJereSted 
in what our readers have to say. 
Let us know how you feel on issues 
in a letter to the editor 
W T > WMC CN A W HOLE 
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Mexicans dance for near capacity crowd 
By UBBY KELLER 
Goanilaa Editor 
With clashing machetes, swirl-
ing skirts, and clicking heels, a 
group of 30 Mexican youngsters 
danced for a near capacity crowd 
Wednesday in Fawcett auditor-
ium. 
The dancers, whose official 
name is "El Grupo Folklorico 
Infantil Juvenil," camt to Dayton 
from Guadalajara. Meii.-o to par 
ticipate in a fund raising cam-
paign for a Wright Slate interna-
tional studies scholarship. 
DURING THE FIRST pan of 
the program, the children did 
traditional dances from the Mex-
ican revolution and various 
regions of their country. The 
second half was devoted to 
dances native to Jalisco, the state 
in which Guadalajara lies. 
Each dance featured costumes 
native to thai region, and ranged 
from richly embroidered dresses 
and ponchos, hand-made by In-
dians, to full cowboy outifts worn 
by the male dancers 
According to one of the dan-
cers, it took 29 meters fever 
.10 yards) oi material to make one 
of the full, sleeping skirts used 
in the dances of Jalisco. 
DURING THE performance of 
the cowboy dances of Jalisco, the 
children used an instrument sim-
ilar to cymbals on a stick, and 
resembling a rolling pin, called 
snnajas. The unique sound pro-
duced by the sonqjas added to 
the illusion of real cowboys. 
Another dance from Jalisco, 
the "Iguana" (a type of lizard), 
featured the two youngest dan-
cers. The boy represented the 
lizard by dancing on his hands 
and the girl pretended to be 
frightened by him while trying to 
fill a waterpot she carried. 
The movements used by the 
youngster gave the feeling of a 
t.-ue iguana and, coupled with 
the girl's convincing cries of 
distress, provided the audience 
with first class entertainment. 
The "Morer.a." a dance of the 
Veracruz region, featured the 
girls balancing glasses on their 
heads while executing some ra-
ther difficult steps. The glasses 
however, had the support of 
h e l p wanted If you would Tike to increase 
your income, and also work in 
a young and pleasant environ-
ment, come and see us about 
a position at the Boar's Head 
Restaurant We arc presently 
looking for applicants immed-
iately to fill a number of full 
arid part time positions (and 
you may be the right person 
for the job ) We are located in 
Trotwood, right across the 
it reel from the Salem Mail, 
interviews held Mon-Fri from 
2-4 p.m. 
The Boar's Head, a nice 
place to work 
large hair combs to keep them 
from falling. 
Perhaps one the of more elec-
trifying of the dances was 
"Machetes" which is native to 
Jalisco. The boys carried mach-
etes so which they clashed on the 
floor and together to produce 
sparks from the metallic contact. 
Audience participation was en-
couraged by the group and those 
in attendance responded to the 
children's whistling and clap-
ping. 
DESPITE INITIAL problems 
with the sound system and an 
apparent mix-up in the schedul-
ing of the auditorium when the 
program exceeded the expected 
two hours, the audience received 
a cultural treat. 
For most of the dancers this 
was their first trip to the United 
jtates. Even after their shot 
visit (they arrived March 19i, 
several e ' "-em said they art 
reluctant to go. 
Their favorite American foods 
are hamburgers and French fries 
which, one of the children claim-
ed. is what they have been fed 
most of the time they've been 
here. 
THE GROUP will make its last 
performance tonight at 8 p.m. in 
109 Oelman Hall. Tickets •vil be 
available at the door as well »s in 
front of Allyn Lounge. Prices art 
$1 for students. $1.50 for fjculty 
and staff, and S2 general admis-
sion. 
No confidence vote still stimulates debate 
To the editor 
The vote of "no confidence 
at the February 21 Faculty meet 
ing continues to stimulate debate 
throughout the university com-
munity. Reactions have been 
strong on all sides of the issues 
Since the meeting many state-
ments (some perhaps taken out 
of context), refering to Dr. Spieg 
el or to the proceedings of the 
meeting, have found their wa> 
into print. For one reason o-
another we have found a few o 
these deserving of critical com 
mem. 
Dr Kegerrcis has been quotcc' 
most recently in the February 2" 
University Times, on the nature 
of the vote. He suggested thi 
the vote was due to a "dissat 
isfaction with the person who is 
doing an excellent job at keeping 
controls on our spending." The 
President should not have volun 
teered such a judgement on the 
collective motivation of the facul 
ty voting in favor of Dr. Ritchie's 
•notion. 
IN A SIMILAR statement to 
the March 1 Daily Guardian, Dr 
Spiegel indicated that the vote 
was, in his judgement, the resul! 
of "faculty frustration" in having 
programs altered or denied fund-
ing. Dr Spiegel's administrative 
decisions on budgetary matters 
deserve a very careful study in 
view of a number of issues 
brought up at the meeting. 
Among the more significant of 
these issues arc I) does the 
F.xecutive Vice-President truly 
seek faculty input prior to mak-
ing non-trivial decisions and 2) 
does he meet his obligation to 
explain or justify important bud-
getary decisions to the chairmen 
of the departments affected? We 
believe that in many cases he has 
not. 
Many issues were raised at the 
meeting which relate only slight-
an extreme case of an often 
voiced criticism of the propriety 
of the proceedings at the meet 
ing. We do share his concern for 
the sobriety of such a public 
forum. In addition those faculty 
members who did not come 
Letters 
ly or not at all to the budget. Dr 
Spiegel's actions with regard to 
administrative parking prercq 
uisites provide a comparatively 
unimportant example of "arr-
ogance." More serious was his 
appointment of a new vice-pres-
ident and vice-provost against 
the protests of the Council of 
Deans. His censorship guidelines 
were submitted to the Board of 
Trustees without a representative 
contribution from the faculty. In 
view of the potential importance 
of these guidelines to academic 
freedom, it is certainly necessity 
to insert some provision for 
faculty input into review pro-
cedures. These and other crit-
icisms go beyond a vague frus-
tration with Dr. Spiegel's control 
of the budge! 
The editorial by Dr. James 
Walker, which appeared in the 
March 1 C <ard<an *-ims to be 
prepared to hear Dr Ritchie's 
motion may have offered little or 
no documentation for their re-
marks. This does not make such 
remarks inappropriate during de 
bate on a motion to express "no 
confidence", although remarks 
which are backed by emotion in 
place of documentation are 
usually taken less seriously by 
others attending. More obvious-
ly, there is no obligation to 
provide for due process during 
such proceedings. Dr. Ritchie did 
not move to impeach the Provost. 
WE APPLAUD Dr. Walker s 
suggestion that "no action be 
taken until we, the faculty, have 
had an opportunity to set up a 
mechanism to investigate all of 
the allegations that were made" 
at the meeting. 
Larry Gearhart 
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Kentucky almost lost amazing Kyle Macy 
By JEFF KEENER 
Gaud Ian Sporta Writer 
A few athletes are afforded the 
satisfaction of being a part of a 
national championship, but rare-
ly does it occur in the manner it 
did to University of Kentucky's 
Kyle Macy. 
Everyone who watched Kentu-
cy progress through the tour-
nament. understands the signifi-
cance of Mary's play at point 
guard. With Macy in the line-up 
Kentucky looked like champions 
but when he was out. the offense 
struggled. However, few people 
realised how close the Wildcats 
came to bing without Macy and 
possibly their fifth national 
championship. 
KYLE, A native of Peru, Indi-
ana. dominated his high school 
spotlight and was named the 
state's most outstanding basket-
ball player. This distinction, in 
1974-45, earned him the title of 
Indiana's Mr Basketball. Macy 
averaged 31.9 points per game 
(ppg.) breaking Oscar Robert-
sons' career scoring mark by 457 
points, scoring a total of 2137 
points. 
Although UK was his first 
choice of schools. Kyle was 
under a lot of pressure to stay in 
the state of Indian? , with two Big 
Ten schools, Indiana and Purdue 
Universities, close at hand. 
Kentucky coach Joe B. Hall 
had courted Kyle very heavily 
and it was general knowledge 
UK needed a quality guard in the 
worst way. The Kentucky-Macy 
marriage seemed a natural but it 
didn't take place that year. 
ACCORDING TO Leonard 
Hamilton, assistant coach and 
chief recruiter for the Wildcats, 
"Kentucky needed a point-guard 
to come in and learn the -ystems 
so he could take over tne follow-
ing year. We wanted Macy. but 
he kept putting us off. Coach 
Hall went to his home Sown and 
tried to sign him to a national 
letter of intent but he needed 
more time. It was getting late 
and we had to get a guard for 
neit season." 
f f S a i l a (fcunrbian 
Classified Ad& 
For Sale 
FREE: 2 female 4 year old 
Samoycd dogs. Must go to-
gv-incr to a good home with 
children and a fenced yard. 
Mailbox MMI. 3-31 
FOR SAIE: Stewart 8-track 
player with too speakers. like 
new. $30. Leave note in mail-
box C249. 3 31 
FOK SALE: Bonks Business 
Texts for EC 301, Eng 331. 
Mgt 481. ADM 482. Dave, 
mailbox G42. Call 429-3807. 
3-31 
FOR SALE: TRAYNOR YGL-3 
AMP. PLENTY OF POWER. 
NEW TUBES AND COVER 
$150.00. Call Steve 878-0187. 
3-28 
FOR SALE: Ed 403 Child 
Development and Personality 
by Mussen/Conger/Kagan 
with s.'udv guide $8. 3-28 
FOR SALE Bio 301 Health by 
Jean Mayer $7.00 Textbook of 
anatomy and physiology by 
Kolthoff $10.00 3-28 
Automotive 
FOR SALE: 66 passenger 
school bus. Good condition. 
Great for schools and church-
es $1500. Call 256-6986. after 
8 p.m. 3-9 
FOR SALE: 2 motorcycles. 
Kawasaki 200 and 500-late 
models. Really clean! Also 
early American couch. MUSI 
SELL, call 252 4987. 3-31 
FOR SALE: 1969 Firebird 350, 
V8. automatic. Some dents, 
but interior very good. Many 
extra,.. Must sell. $t>00..837 
1852 or mailbox S '3 3-28 
FOR SALE 7J Olds Cutlass 
Supreme I' S. P H. Air AM 
FM. URN white -1 
miles Call 42* 
FOR SALE: 1962 Dodge Dart 
Huns super, good transporta-
tion. Call Darreil at 254-9906. 
3-9 
FOR SALE: 1973 TRIUMPH 
SPITFIRE. Convertible with 
boot, hardtop, full tonean cov-
er, half tonean cover, new 
brakes, new Pirelli radials. 
A.M. radio, excellent mechan-
ical shape. $2,600. Call Ted at 
879-2207. 3-28 
FOR SALE: HONDA 400 4 
cylinder 11.000 miles $850. 
434 4090, after 5 o'clock. 3-28 
Help Wanted 
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach 
English conversation. No ex-
perience. degree, or Japanese 
required. Send long, stamped, 
self addressed envelope for 
details. Japan 349. 411 W 
Center. Centralia. WA 98531. 
3-3-3-31 
HELP WANTED: Any campus 
groups interested in a fund 
raising project-please contact 
Vicki Dean at the University 
Center Board Office-04N 
X2700 before Friday. March 
31. 1978. 3-31 
HELP WANTED: Amateur 
Photographer with good e-
quipment and car needed. Pay-
on per photo basis. Flexible 
hours. Call 276 S996. 3-28 
HELP WANTED: Babysitter 
needed for 4 month old. pay 
negotiable, transportation and 
snacks provided. Leave note 
in mailbox 1-251 or call 258-
2923. 3-31 
WANTED: part or full-time 
pseudo mothers and fathers to 
stimulate a beautiful brain 
damaged child. No experience 
necessary, we provide the 
instructions. Hours for 20 to 
40 hour work week flexible 
around our 7 day/week pro-
gram. Salary negotiable. Con-
tact Anita Ray, 879 5845. 3-31 
HELP WANTED 3-4 hours 
per week, cleaning house in 
Beavercreek. Call Pete 426-
1512. 3-28 3-29 
COUNSELORS NEEDED: T. 
T. T. Camp for girls. June 13 
to July 12. Wolcottville. Ind. 
Skills needed: WSl/Lifessv-
ing. nature, arts & crafts. 
| sports .V games. Expcrier>«-
and maturity desired. Salary 
$240/month plus roorn and 
| board. For applications write: 
j Ms. Pat Bvieiie. 130 barker 
I St.. Cin.. OH 45219. >-30-4-7 
Coach Hall turned his trip back 
to Lexington and went to Toledo, 
Ohio. While in Toledo. Hall 
signed Ohio's Player of the Year. 
Truman Cliytor, to UK's only 
scholarship. Hall returned to 
Wildcat countiy with the guard 
he so badly needed. 
Two days later. Macy selected 
Kentucky and called the coach 
asking to be signed. 
"WHEN HE told me they had 
signed Clavtor to their only 
scholarship I was crushed. I 
knew they had only one scholar-
ship but I just didn't realize." He 
added. "I decided very quickly to 
cttend Purdue." 
MACY ENTERED Purdue and 
was determined to live up to his 
Wanted 
WILL DO typing. 75 cents per 
page. For more information, 
call 879-2851. 2-24-3-30 
WANTED: Vega body parts or 
complete body without en-
gine. Will negotiate. Contact 
Ed at 426-6040 or mailbox 
NS3. 3-31 
WANTED: 4th person to 
share Bonnie Villa Apartment 
with 1 nursing student. 1 grad 
assistant in Systems Engin-
eering, and 1 slightly dement-
ed Biology Major. Must be 
female, or a reasonable fac-
simile thereof. You will share 
a room with the slightly de-
mented Biology Major, but its 
safe-her scalpels have been 
confiscated. Share '/« Rent 
(51.25), Phone (3.05). electri-
c (vanes) Cail 426-3462. 3-31 
Share a Ride 
WANTED: A ride from Fair-
born to WSU Main Campus 
on Mondays and Wednes-
days from 2 p.m. till 10 p.m. 
Will pay gas expenses. 3-28 
Lost & Found 
LOST AND FOUND: Desper-
ately need lost Spanish text-
book. Hab'.a e-.panol? By Al-
len and spirai notebook 
(bright greea). Left by public 
phor.e at Allyns' fr-int door on 
Thursday. March 2. 197S. 
PLEASE con-act ai 434-
3937 or L482. Than- i 3-21) 
choice of schools. 
In his rookie season, he led the 
Purdue Boiler makers in free-
throw shooting (85.9 percent), 
was second in assists (88 per-
cent). and was the team's third 
leading scorer at 13.8 ppg. Macy 
hit double figures 23 times. 
Macy. however, was not happy 
with his first year. There had 
been internal team problems and 
he wanted no pan of them. He 
said, "We had friction on the 
team and 1 had begun to regret 
my decision. 
"WHEN I started looking a-
rouna for a solution I couldn't 
make the same mistake twice. I 
knew transfering and red-shirt-
(S«a "MACY," page 11) 
LOST & FOUND: FOUND: 
Set of keys on piano in study 
adjacent to cafeteria. Identify 
by leaving a reply in S303 
(mailbox) or phone 426-3128 
and ask for Dick. 3-31 
Personals 
WHO WERE the 2 ZTA's 
with greasy hair in Daytona 
from the Jail Birds. 3-28 
TO THE Sand^erson-Nest 
time >'11 be in shape-The 
Sandman. 3-28 
THE SISTERS of Delta Zeta 
would like to congratulate 
Annette Hinders into thvir 
bond of sisterhood. 3-31 
ICC DISCO NIGHT: Friday. 
April 14 in the Rat. 8:00/Ad-
mission price $1. (free for 
students with dorm ID) Fun 
and Excitement guarenteed! 
3-31 
THE SISTERS of Delta Zeta 
hoped the brothers of Phi 
Kappa Tau had a very nice 
3rd aniversary. 3-31 
GENTLEMAN DESIRES plea 
sant individual to split charm-
ing two bedroom apanment in 
Kettering...off Far Kills. Your 
own transportation needed 
Apartment compietely fur-
nished. Phone, utilities in-
cluded. Your share for all of 
aoove is $145.00/mo. If inter-
ested, write: J. J. Gurin, 140 
Cannonbury Ct. Kettering, 




| For Sale 
—— Lost and Found 
S U M ! C H A N CLASSIF IED A O FORI * 
81»sn« Date 
Miscellaneous SoGtal Security number 
| Ratej 
Students-free 
j 10 cents a word 
, 
No words j Timet tuft 
I Maximum-
twice 
Date Inserted Amount 
signature) be 
March 31. 10<78 THE DAILY GUARDIAN 11 
Course deals with male-female communication 
By JAN1E CARROI1 
Guardian Staff Writer 
The Communication Depart-
ment at Wright State is currently 
offering a course dealing with the 
problems of male and female 
communication. 
The course was conseived by 
Dr. Gene Eakins, associate pro-
fessor of communication and 
wife. Barbara, who teaches tele 
communications at Ohio State 
University. 
The course is only one of the 
many prefects Eakins and his 
wife are collaberating on. In 
January of this year, the Easkins 
book. Sex Differences In Human 
Communication, was published 
by Houghton Mifflin Company in 
Boston. 
"There have been books pub 
lished dealing with diserimina-
tion on a psychological and social 
level, but this is the first text-
book which dealing with disc-rim 
ation on a comunication basis," 
Gene Eakins said. 
Eakins contends the textbook 
is the most de live current 
source of information dealing 
with male to female communica-
tion problems. The bcok centers 
on how women are displayed as 
inferior on both a verbal and 
non-verbal level, as evidence 
by current textbooks placing wo-
men in an inferior position, and 
by the woman's behavior itself 
"We've got to clean up our 
language," Easkins said "With 
all the stimuli encountered each 
day in books anu newspapers, its 
becoming more a major con-
cern." 
Eakins then cites various forms 
of communication which rein-
force the ideas that women are 
socially inferior 
"There are twice as many 
references to boys as to girls in 
the basic textbooks used in class 
rooms today, at least four to 
one." Eakins said. "There arc 
also seven times as many male 
references as female in child-
ren's books and first born chil-
dren in these books arc always 
sons." 
Eakins said there are many 
sexual metaphors in use today 
which place women in an inferior 
positon in society. 
For example, women are often 
referred to as a "coodie." 
"dish," or "honey" when the 
closest men cos* to :!.is is \ hen 
Archie Bunker referres to hit. son 
as a "Meathead " 
Women are also discrimated 
against in newspaper headlines, 
Eakins said. Lines such as 
"Grandmother Wins Nobel 
Prize" and "Housewife Seeks 
Council Seat" appear continu-
ously in daily newspapers. On 
the other hand, if the subject 
were male, the headline would 
read. "Mr. Jones Wins Nobel 
Prize." or "Mr. Smith Seeks 
Council Seat " 
These discrimating communi-
cation patterns have caused wo-
America catches nioht fever 
CINCINNATI (UPl)-John Travol-
ta his ignited what traditionalists 
havv" dreamed of for years-a 
return to structured dancing by 
young couples. 
IT'S BEEN explosive," added 
M. D Lafferty, operator of the 
Arthur Murray's dance studio in 
Cincinnati "I 'd say business is 
up 300 percent. Wc have so 
much we can't handle it all. It 
know it's the movie because 
people are asking for specifics, 
like the tango hustle." 
"Most of the people are 
young, say from 18 to the mid 
20's" he added. 
One Arthur Murray dance in-
structor, watching * male student 
glide clumsily through a turn 
while the BeeGecs harmonized in 
a song from the movie, concurr 
ed. 
"WE'VE BEEN getting people 
calling on the telephone." she 
said, "asking if we teach the 
Saturday Night Fever' dance 
In fact, the demand has been 
so great that all Authur Murray's 
franchise holders met in Miami 
this month so instructors who 
specifically studied Travolta's 
kicks and twists could explain 
teaching techniques-now copy-
righted for the dance. 
"It 's the first dance that, no 
matter how hard, no one gives up 
on," noted Lafferty- "That's 
unusual." 
FASHIONABLE DRESS is an 
intrgra.' pit of the disco scene. 
Some stores, like the Shillito's 
department store chain in Cin-
cinnati. have enlisted radio ads 
based on the movie's appeal 
Others simply have taken the 
demar.d in stride. 
While Travolta rockets to fame 
for his lead in "Satuday Night 
Fever," dance studios are hiring 
more instructors, discos are 
starting classes to teach Travol-
ta's tango hust'e, and clothing 
stores are aiming advertising 
campaigns at the new-found 
market-all since the movie open-
ed 17 weeks ago 
"It has had a tremendous 
effect on the record industry and 
related industries." said Al 
Coury, president of RSO Records 
which distributes the movie 
soundtrack. "Sound system and 
lighting system firms have re-
ported enormous amounts of 
sales." 
"The people have never looked 
better." said Jon C. Anderson, 
disc jockey at Buster T. Browne's 
in Cincinnati. "Everyone dresses 
up. They may not all be immitat-
ing Travolta, but they dress up." 
Crowd numbers have swelled 
by 30 percent at Buster's recent-
ly. Anderson estimated, even 
though the disco has made no 
promotional efforts 
"BUSTEB'S HAS had a fro/en 
advertising budget for the past 
three months," said Anerson. 
"There's no other reason for the 
influx than the movie." 
Macy 
men to behave in an inferior 
manner. Eakins contends. This 
can be seen clearly in non-verbal 
body language, specifically in 
facia! expression, posture, and 
body gestures. 
"Many women feel dominated 
by men and need to pick up cues 
in order to feel secure Many 
women feel so insecure that they 
"compact in space" placing their 
elbows closely against their 
sides, crossing their legs, an 
clasping their hands Men on 
the other hand, sprawl in their 
chairs while expending their 
space." "Women also use an 
insincere smile much more often 
than mil.. "Being more domin-
ated they must create a sincere 
atmosphere for their family so 
they condition the atmosphere by 
smiling." 
A close friend of Eakins in 
Arizona summed it up this way: 
"The smile is to the women w hat 
the shuffle is to the black " The 
woman's smile has become so 
stereotyped that the two arc 
commonly attached. 
This idea was further sub-
stantantiated by tests given to 
small children When questioned 
about their parents, children 
stated that "Mom smiles all the 
time and Dad smiles when he's 
happy. Further data showed that 
children believed that the fa-
ther's smile was more genuine 
than the mothers 
"Women also tilt their head 
when talking to men. This "sub-
missive tilt is a gesture inherited 
from past generations. The 
stance may be beguiling, show-
ing off a woman's neck or breast, 
but the gesture is submissive 
none the less. Women don't tilt 
their head when conversing with 
other women, but, look them 
straight in the eve." 
Feminists usuallv put the 
blame on the man. but Eakins 
believes blame should be put on 
"mom." who reinforces the sub-
mission behavior. "1 blame this 
behavior on mom because she 
taught the daugher these cus-
toms while never bothering with 
her sons. The Eakins did inten-
sive research for their book. 
There are no less than 500 
sources listed in the bibliogra-
phy. 
"A heck of a lot of work went 
into this book, and even with all 
this information, the book will 
become dated as new material 
continues to be released." Ea-
kins said. 
Eakins added that this book wil 
probably be copied by other 
writers, but he is proud that his 
book has become accepted all 
over the country. 
Eakins cited one final example 
which shows lust how detrimen 
tal language discrimination is to 
children. When questioned about 
what he would like to be when he 
grew up. a small boy replied. "A 
fireman, policeman, or doctor," 
but when questioned what he 
would be if he were a girl, the 
boy replied. "1 don't know, I 
guess I'd grow up to be noth-
ing." 
^ s$ss$$$$ss*$sss$$ -
* HELP WANTED: Looking for ~ 
«" a part-time job, a place to £ 
t* live, and good work experi-
£ ence too? lb hours per week, £ 
w> $2.75 per hour for a male •* 
£ attendant to provide an ac 
«. counting student with daily ** 
£ assistance in dressing, per-
sonal hygiene, transportation. £ 
meals, and weekly assistance 
" with laundry and light house- £ 
£ keeping. Will train. Share a w 
«• nice apartment close to WSU. 
~ Call Bob at 8/8-2129 or leave £ 
v. note in box X506. *" 
" s s s i s s s s s s s s s s s j s s S 
(Continued from page 10) 
ing would be difficult but it was 
something that had to be done. 
Here I am and I'm sure glad 1 
did." 
Coach Hall said, after the 
Mid-East Regi"nal Finals, "Kyle 
worked hard last season even 
though he couldn't play because 
of transerint. He practiced hard 
and dedicated himself to our 
weight program which has help-
ed his defensive game. He con-
trols UK's fioor game and he is 
as calm and as cool on the court 
as they come." 
This has been a great season 
for Macy. He was selected to the 
All-Southeastern Conference 
team. Mid East Regional Most 
Valuable Player and was part of 




class r ank 
ma jo r 
honors 
$100 
lt'» e n o u g h to curl your hair 
Look good with what you can earn 
monthly donating plasma 
7 am daily plus 
evening* M-Th 
p plasma alliance M4_lf73 
165 Helena S«. 
STUDENT DEVELOPMENTSTUDENTDEV 
Public in format ion includes.-
college, school, or division 
dates of en ro l lment 
degree(s) earned , if any 
datesCs) of degree(s) earned 
Public in format ion , as defined by the. Univers i ty , 
is d i f f e r en t from directory in format ion -name, 
address, and telephone n u m b e r of the s tudent--
whlch is wi thheld w-hen the s t u d e n t checks the 
appropr ia te box on any qua r t e r ' s reg is t ra t ion 
form. 
Any cu r r en t l y enrolled s t u d e n t wishing to p reven t 
the release of public informat ion du r ing the 
spring q u a r t e r should complete a r eaues t form In 
the office of S tuden t Development, 122 Allyn Hall, 
no later than Friday, March 31, 1978 
[ DEVELOPMENTSTUDENTDEVELOPMENj j — W ••*••• —J 
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i f 
THE GREAT STUD^Nf 
RIP-OFF 
SNIP & SAVE 
. COUNTRY 
SQUIRE INN 
Buy Two Meals 
Enjoy V? Carafe 
of Wine 
9211 WCLLtrONTAlNB MOAO 
D A Y T O N O H I O 4 3 4 2 4 
*©»» Mr i lKVATlONI •A*TY ROOMI 
RANKER. 
Reduced Prices on any 
1 shot Drink or Beer 
good in April w / this coupon 
must be 21 
fgch** 
fm»T 25 CoufMs 
1 o STOXE 
R e c u V e f R E f c 
T - S H I R T H 




50 off THE TEDDY BEAR 
w/ this coupon 
3718 Wilmington 





2nd. Half Price 
w/this coupon 
The Dipoer Ice Cream Parlor 
2290 Patterson Rd. (Next to Dots) 
1.00 off any 
16 inch Pizza 
>Valid 3 /31 -4 /9 
f \ ;w / this coupon 
QTI/ltl 1375 East 
Stroop 
/ / J N \ y (Across from 
Pool City) 
. ' t u n t m r i •-£*> • ' f u n 
'7riends Pets and Plant 
Jean Carter's Figure Salon 
6173 Brandt Pike «'* 
.Mau'on . 4 ( ± 
C ' f * fu-* f i r n f m r t t / m / c r M f m n 
• m i c t m 9 0 CHE • THIV t o u N D n»M 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
10% OFF 
} ALL TROPICAL FISH 
• • , w / this coupon-
valid thru April 15 
«»•»» r e-» -*001" * o 
a c r o s s f r o m Pool Ci ty 
HAUNTED 
Q Draft Beer only .25 
Uw/ this coupon (one per customer, please) 
S See our BIG game room 
p i The Haunted House 




Thursday Nite 2 for 1 
736 Wyoming Ave 
.'SuA*t4an . t auMui 
454 Patterson Rd 
This coupon good for $5.00 
off any membership 
of 3 months or more. 
Valid thru April 1978 
THE ECHO 
FREE ADMISSION 
Anv Friday or 
Saturday 
w/this coupon 
Daytons finest HOCK n Roll 
The Echo 1155 Brown St. 
HOU#e 
Free soft drink with any 
purchase 
w / this coupon 
good 3 /21 thru 4 /15 
3899 New Germanv-Trebein Ru 
off Colonel Glenn-Close to WSU 
Phone 429-3721 
DUFFER'S IS Special 
Tequila Sunrise 
only .75 W' this coupon 
DUTrER'S LOUNGE 
2529 Patterson Rd 
near Woodman Dr. 
Roberts Jewelers 
10% OFF on all 
Diamonds and 
Watch Purchaser 
valid thru April w / this coupon 
1062 Patterson Rd. 
Breitenstrater Sq. 
252-0869 
Thanks to all who 
and 
special t h a n k s to 
made th is possible 
Michelle Roeder 
7 .'«> 
Hoi rwy .^ 
outhpntu * « 
inc^ ; 
NATURAL LOOKING HAIR THAT 
GUYS AND GALS CAN MANAGE 
FROM SHAMPOO TO SHAMPOO 
2 2 S - 5 M 6 
40 W . 4 t h S t . 
1*54-4074 
For information on The Great Student Rip-OFF 
Contact David Massey or Bob Van Leeuwen 513-253-5993 
